Faculty Advisory Committee Meeting
Leuzinger High School
January 24, 2011
Meeting from 12:191:00pm
In attendance: CVSTA  Chris Morales, Cathy Klein, JJ Oberg
Administrators – Mike Ono, Ryan Smith
Old Issues (December 2010)
Bathroom – the G buildings will have access soon. Admin has been working with
maintenance.
Gate Closures – Admin wants to have only one access point and not multiple gates
open. Building 7 and 8 gates are still in debate between security and administration.
Club Olympian does make the issue more difficult to solve in regards to security.
Vandalism is a huge concern for administration. They will revisit the issue.
1) Can gate keys be given to teachers in case of an emergency or lock down?
Answer (Smith)– Deans and security will have access to these locations.
2) Teacher parking lot security?
Answer (Smith)– The parking lot is on the security route and there are
cameras for that lot as well. The parking lot issue will be resolved once
the construction is complete.
3) PA system does not work or bell.
Answer (Smith)– The issue is on the administration radar. Admin has
consulted with the director of security to find possible solutions.
4) Locking our classroom doors.
Answer (Smith)– This was just a suggestion provided to all sites by the
director of security. Smith believes that classrooms should be
accessible to all who visit the campus. He feels that Leuzinger has a
large security staff and that our campus is very safe.
5) Electronic Devices.
Answer (Smith)– Students are allowed to have phones but they should
not be using them in class. It is a policy that students not use phones
during class and the policy needs to be enforced. A process is in place
and the first offense is a warning and upon the second offense the
parent must pick up the phone.

6) Saturday School consequences for not attending.
Answer (Smith)– Students who do not attend will either receive
suspension, the SART process, or detentions will be handed out
multiple times. However, all students eventually serve. The turnout for
Saturday school has been very positive. We are collecting a lot of ADA.
7) Faculty Cafeteria.
Answer (Smith)– Reported that they will replace the entire cafeteria
structure as part of the bond which may take a couple of years. The
Sunshine Committee is welcome to ‘spruce up’ the cafeteria using
donated funds.
8) Marquee.
Answer (Smith)– The marquee company is not dependable and Pam
Brown has been trying to tackle the issue. Smith says the marquee is
poorly designed. Administration is trying to resolve the issue.
9) Gardening.
Answer (Smith)– Maintenance has been trying to conduct the work
outside of school hours but they cannot start too early due to the homes
across the street or at night because of daylight savings time.
10)Location by teacher’s cafeteria.
Answer (Smith)– Administration will revisit the issue with security by
patrolling the area more rigorously. Smith will meet with his security
team once again to remind them that during lunch, nutrition, before,
and after school. This space is for students to pass through only.

